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Thank you, Fred
Fred Verboon, the Director 

of ESHA has decided to step 
down from his role at the end 
of the year. It is therefore an 

appropriate time to thank him 
for his significant contribution 
to ESHA over the years. Fred 
has in many ways become 

“Mr ESHA” and as current President I am very aware 
of Fred’s deep commitment to the organisation and 
to his tireless hard work in shaping ESHA into the 

entity it has become in recent years. 

ESHA has a strong record in leading projects and collaborating with 

other organisations in a range of projects. Fred has successfully written 

many of the proposals for projects to the European Commission in which 

ESHA has collaborated with many partners throughout Europe. Fred has 

helped ESHA to establish itself as a major disseminator and a platform 

for sharing knowledge and good practices in school leader ship across 

Europe. Fred’s organisational skills have helped to make the General 

Assembly meetings focused and successful and has played a significant 

behind-the-scenes role in biennial conferences over the years.
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ESHA will change and develop overtime but one of the key successes 

of Fred’s time as Director has been the ability to enable school  leaders 

and other leaders in education to collaborate and come together to 

develop programmes and strategies that will have practical impact in 

educational institutions. Through Fred’s leadership many opportunities 

have been created to enable professionals to network and disseminate 

good practices. I do not believe there is another organisation other than 

ESHA that has engaged with so many educational professionals and 

organisations across Europe.

Like a school or any institution, a change in the leadership can prove 

to be an unsettling time. However, the board have appointed Petra 

van Haren as the new Director. She is already well known to the ESHA 

member ship as a previous Board member and regular attendee at 

General Assembly meetings. Fred can leave ESHA in the knowledge 

that he is leaving a healthy and lively organisation. Fred has created the 

structures in the organisation to go from strength and great potential to 

consolidated strength in future years.

Thank you, Fred for all that you have achieved; your hard work and 

leadership will continue to influence ESHA well into the future. You are 

able to depart proudly knowing that you have done much to secure the 

future of ESHA. n

Best wishes from the Board and all members of ESHA.
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ESHA Biennial 
in Cyprus

Dr. Michael Constantinos and his col-

leagues have been busy working on 

organising the 2022 ESHA Biennial 

conference in Limassol. First intended 

for 2020, then 2021 and now the spring 

of 2022, the conference in Limasol will 

be organized from May 18 to May 21, 2022. On Wednesday 18th the 

ESHA general assembly will be held. On Thursday 19th there will be 

opportunities to participate in study visits to a range of educational insti-

tutions in Cyprus and on Friday 20th and Saturday 21st the conference 

days will hold with an exciting range of speakers and workshops. Nine 

keynote speakers are already confirmed, among them are:

Dr. Ariel Levy serves as a visiting faculty member at the Mandel School 

of Educational Leadership, and works at the Yad Hanadiv foundation, 

he is an adviser on the implementation of the AIW (Authentic Intellectual 

Work ) program in Israel.

Dr. Mike Bottery is currently Emeritus Professor at the University of 

Hull, he has published ten books with major publishers, and numerous 

articles in international journals, on the subjects of values and policy 

in education, the sustainability of educational leaders, and education’s 

contribution to global sustainability.
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Themis Christophidou is the Director-General for Education, Youth, 

Sport and Culture of the European Commission, since March 2018. 

She is a civil engineer with 35 years of experience in private and public 

sector management.

Kyriaki (Kiki) Messiou is Professor of Education at the University of 

Southampton, UK. Currently she is Director of Research/Deputy Head of 

Southampton Education School. Internationally known for her research 

in the field of inclusive education, her work focuses on children’s and 

young people’s voices as a means of understanding notions of marginali-

sation and developing inclusive practices in schools.

Kyriacos Kokkinos is the Chief Scientist for Research and Innovation 

of the Republic of Cyprus, a member of the National Board for Research 

and Innovation (NBRI) and Chairman of the Research and Innovation 

Foundation. He is a distinguished professional and technologist with 

long service in IBM Europe and PwC, with a key focus on Digital 

Transformation Consulting and Information Technology.

I believe that what is planned in Cyprus exemplifies the strengths of 

ESHA in providing opportunities for like-minded professionals to come 

together both formally and informally to discuss and to learn about 
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exciting innovations in the world of education and to listen to some 

exceptional speakers. In addition, Cyprus is a beautiful location. If you 

are interested in attending the event you can find out more information 

on https://esha2022cy.eu/.

Key Note speakers and workshops are important, but often a great part 

of a successful event is the discussion and debate over coffee and lunch 

and it is often continued in the evening by delegates. Another important 

aspect is the opportunity for delegates to network with colleagues from 

a wide range of backgrounds.

Along with Dr. Michael Constantinos and his colleagues in Cyprus, I very 

much hope to personally welcome you to the conference next May. n

Chris Hill, ESHA President
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An interview with 
Fred Verboon

After almost 12 years, the director of ESHA is 
leaving. The 53-year-old Frederik Verboon (Fred) 

originally came from the ICT sector. He worked for 
companies like IBM and Microsoft and then chose 
to try to make a difference in the lives of children 

by improving education as director of ESHA.

BY PETRA VAN HAREN

Fred has been married for over 20 years to Karen and together they 

have two fantastic daughters, who are now 18 and 20 years old. As 

Fred stated “It was time for the next step”. Being a person who likes a 

challenge and is focussed on improving things, Fred wants to rethink 

his life and career and make new choices for the next period. As a non- 

conformist, he wants to explore new and innovative paths.

In 2009 an interesting dialogue took place between Fred, at that moment 

part of the leadership team at Microsoft, and Ton Duif, at that moment 

president of both AVS (NL) and ESHA, who met during project meetings 
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about ICT and education. The European educational network organi-

sation ESHA needed a director and Ton triggered Fred to take up this 

challenge. In March 2010 Fred started working for ESHA for two days 

a week. His goal was to transform the somewhat traditional minded 

organi sation, that was focused on labour conditions, to a learning net-

work where improving education would be the core business.

“The past years have been hard work, but also a lot of fun. To have the 

opportunity to build ESHA with entrepreneurial freedom and work with 

people who all want to put the interests of children and education at 

the centre is fantastic! I had the opportunity to work with over 20 ESHA 

colleagues, each and every one of them intrinsically motivated. I have 

never encountered such an amazing professional culture in any com-

pany I know!” explains Fred.

“While the loads of paperwork drain energy, the collaboration with 

schools is extremely rewarding. I particularly enjoyed the ‘Open Schools 
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for Open Societies’ project. It was incredible to see how over 1,500 

schools started to open up to their local communities. When I was a 

child, I could not wait until the school bell rang to finally feel free and 

do what I like. During the OSOS project I saw highly motivated and 

enthused kids working on their projects and presenting the outcome, 

even hours after the last school bell rang.

I particularly remember a group of kids who gave a presentation about 

their neighbourhood, how many community members removed side 

walk tiles and planted trees and flowers in front of their homes; until 

the green enriched the streets of their community. They enjoyed school 

and learned that every person can make a difference in building the 

future world. It boosted their confidence. The reciprocity of this project 

to  society is huge. For example, some companies go to the classroom 

to listen to children and to participate in carrying out their projects. 

This requires an open mind and a new vision of the future position of 

schools.”

According to Fred, the biggest challenge for ESHA is to increase the 

involvement of the members. How can we use our large network more 

effectively? The challenges for school heads in Europe are pretty simi-

lar. It is important that they take time for themselves, to reflect, to learn, 

to share knowledge and experience and to use this for the benefits of 
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all school heads in their country. ESHA offers participation in a broad 

spectrum of topics such as leadership development, innovative peda-

gogies and child wellbeing. Since the start of the pandemic, ESHA has 

also focused on how to deal with these related challenges.

Looking back, Fred concludes that working for ESHA with all the 

wonderful people he met and worked with, has been great and has 

actually contributed to make education a little better every year. He 

leaves behind a large database of projects that hold evidence-based 

practices, that can be a source for all school heads in Europe. He is 

grateful for the cooperation with the ESHA colleagues and hopes that 

the national school heads associations will use all the good practices 

and truly improve education in their countries. n
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Standing on 
the shoulders 

of giants
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Since the start of the Covid 19 pandemic our world 
has been turned upside-down. The summer of 2020 

was lost to the virus and very few school leaders 
managed to get a break from the immense workload 
involved in keeping schools open and making sure 

our school communities were safe. We do not know 
what the remainder of 2021–22 holds for society, 

for school communities or for school leaders in their 
respective countries. Hopefully you have managed 
to get a break over the summer to recover from the 
previous eighteen months of unrelenting demands 
and challenges. The task of reopening schools and 
keeping them open in the shadow of a more highly 

transmissible strain of COVID-19 is a challenge to us 
all and while this year is as equally demanding, we 

now have the benefit of experience.

PAUL BYRNE, ESHA BOARD MEMBER & DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF NAPD

Throughout this time, adapting to the changing education landscape 

shaped by the spread of the virus has been the key to successfully 

keeping education functioning if not flourishing. This process has been 

driven by school leaders across Europe working in partnership with all 

the stakeholders in education. The public in general has no real sense 

of the volume and range of work which it has taken to implement all of 
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the adjustments in schools over the past eighteen months. Changes 

were needed to facilitate remote teaching and learning, in reopening 

schools and in facilitating adapted assessment methods in many coun-

tries. ESHA also adapted to the recent challenges in moving to online 

meetings and webinars.

This year also brings a major change in the 

Irish school leaders’ organisation, NAPD, 

with Clive Byrne retiring in September and 

being replaced by Paul Crone as director 

of NAPD. It is said that by standing on the 

shoulders of giants we can see further. 

Clive Byrne is one of the giants of educa-

tion. Over the past five decades his vision, 

leadership and actions have had a major 

impact on educational development and 

debate both nationally and internationally. He is one of the great ambas-

sadors for Irish education and ESHA and his integrity and diplomacy is 

widely acknowledged and appreciated.

Clive is a true gentleman and a scholar who has represented, mentored 

and encouraged school leaders, NAPD presidents and education part-

ners both at home and internationally during his tenure as director of 

NAPD and throughout his time as president of ESHA. He has fulfilled the 

mission of NAPD in shaping an association which supports and repre-

sents the voice of post primary school leaders across all sectors. I have 

had the pleasure of working with him both at home and abroad and have 

witnessed first-hand the respect and affection in which he is held by 

educationalists nationally, throughout Europe and beyond.

There were many fine tributes to Clive in NAPD’s Leader magazine, 

all true, well deserved and all a testament to his professionalism and 
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dedication to education. On a personal level I wish to express my thanks 

to him for the loyalty, guidance, generosity and above all the friendship 

he has extended to me over the years of working with him. It has been 

a pleasure to learn from him and I wish him a long, happy and healthy 

retirement in the company of Patricia and his family.

I would also like to extend best wishes 

Tim Geraghty on his retirement. All that 

has been said of Clive can equally be said 

of Tim. Another kind, generous gentle-

man who has contributed tirelessly to the 

development and growth of NAPD and his 

involvement with ESHA. A man of integ-

rity, infinite wisdom and generosity who 

has been a support to all school leaders 

in his time as deputy director. An excellent 

ambassador for NAPD, a true and active supporter of ESHA. Tim has 

been a mentor to all who have had the pleasure to either work with him 

or who have benefited from his sage advice or indirectly from the many 

leadership initiatives that both he and Clive have brought from concepts 

to reality. I wish Tim a long, happy and healthy retirement in the com-

pany of Anne and his family.

It is said that events happen in threes 

and our publications editor Derek West 

has decided to step back from the active 

publications helm and work in an advi-

sory capacity. Derek is a wordsmith with 

an extraordinary talent for co-ordinating 

and collating articles of interest to school 

leaders. He has a keen eye for detail and 

his editorials are on point and capture the 
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mood of each publication. Derek has edited many NAPD supported 

publications and has regularly contributed to ESHA publications. Derek 

is the third of the three gentleman musketeers starting to write a new 

chapter in life and we wish him, Mary and family many years of health 

and happiness.

“Saol fada agus breac-shláinte chugat”

As I said earlier it is possible to see further ahead when we stand on 

the shoulders of giants and I am sure that both ESHA and NAPD will 

continue to grow and develop because of the sound foundation and 

support which the giants Clive, Tim, Derek and the past presidents 

have built since the foundation of both associations. I look forward to 

continuing the Irish contribution to ESHA, I look forward to seeing you 

at general assembly meetings when it is deemed to be safe and prac-

tical to do so. n

Ar aghaidh le chéile

Paul Byrne
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Well-being 
in school during 

the Covid-19 
pandemic

Research results from Austria 
and recommendations for dealing 

with the pandemic in schools
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The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic posed 
severe challenges on mental resilience across 

society. Not only the threat of the virus itself, but 
also the containment measures made maintaining 

well-being a major challenge. Starting in March 
2020, massive reductions in social contacts and 

limitations in personal autonomy have shaped our 
lives for months. Especially for young people, school 
closures and learning from home resulted in major 

changes in everyday lives: School as a place of 
learning and social exchange had been suspended.

JULIA HOLZER & MARLENE KOLLMAYER, UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA

Identifying psychological risk and protective factors for motivation and 

well-being is of crucial importance to counteract the negative psycho-

logical consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic. The research project 

“Learning under COVID-19 conditions”1 which was carried out at the 

Faculty of Psychology of the University of Vienna aimed to find out 

whether and how students’ and teachers’ well-being and learning 

motivation changed due to the unprepared, involuntary home learning 

situation resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. The research project 

was based on self-determination theory (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Deci & 

Ryan proposed three basic psychological needs that are central to well- 

being and intrinsic motivation: The needs for competence, autonomy 

1  https://lernencovid19.univie.ac.at/ 
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and social relatedness. Associations between the fulfillment of these 

needs and well-being and learning motivation have been consistently 

proven empirically in numerous previous studies across different areas 

of life2. Thus, experienced competence, autonomy and social relat-

edness were assumed to be important conditions for well-being and 

intrinsic motivation also during the COVID-19 pandemic. Self-regulated 

learning skills were assumed to be another crucial factor for well- being 

and learning motivation since school no longer structured students’ 

learning and everyday lives.

2 e.g. Van den Broeck, A., Ferris, D. L., Chang, C. H., & Rosen, C. C. (2016). A review of 
self-determination theory’s basic psychological needs at work. Journal of Management, 
42(5), 1195-1229.
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1. The basic psychological needs

Competence

The need for competence refers to an individual’s urge to feel 

effective and capable of mastering challenging tasks and reach-

ing desired goals. For example, students experience themselves as 

competent when they achieve their learning goals and teachers feel 

competent, when they are able to successfully teach and motivate 

their students.

Autonomy

The need for autonomy refers to feelings of freedom to make choices 

and to determine one’s own behavior. Students, for example, expe-

riene autonomy when they can decide themselves when and how 

to fulfil certain learning tasks. Teachers’ need for autonomy is met, 

for example, when they are able to teach their classes according to 

their own convictions.

Social Relatedness

The need for social relatedness refers to being connected with oth-

ers and experiencing a sense of belonging. Feeling socially related is 

not primarily about the number or frequency of contacts, but about 

the perceived quality of the relationships.

In the research project “Learning under COVID-19 conditions”, 17 data 

collections using online questionnaires were carried out in Austria 

between April 2020 and May 2021. For recruiting participants, the link 

to the online questionnaire was distributed via manifold stakeholders 

such as school boards, educational networks, and school principals 

with the help of the Austrian Federal Ministry for Education, Science, 
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and Research. In total, the selected sample comprised almost 70,000 

participants (students, university students, teachers and parents).

Descriptively, the study showed heterogeneous results regarding moti-

vation, well-being and coping with the pandemic. On the one hand, 

most of the respondents stated that they were coping well with the sit-

uation, on the other hand, all groups perceived the COVID-19 pandemic 

as very stressful. For example, in the fifth survey among schoolchildren 

in May 2021, 46.8% of the schoolchildren agreed with the statement 

“I feel good” (fully agree: 20.0%; agree: 26.9%). Almost a third (28.2%) 

partially agreed with the statement, while a quarter didn’t agree (“rather 

not”: 15.1%; “not” 9.8%). In the first survey at the beginning of the first 

lockdown in spring 2020, the results were more positive.
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The fulfillment of the basic psychological needs consistently was 

of high relevance for successful coping with the crisis in all groups. 

Students who felt they were more competent and autonomous in learn-

ing reported a higher level of well-being. Social relatedness was also 

important for well-being. Thus, our study demonstrates the validity of 

the key assumptions of self-determination theory under COVID-19 con-

ditions. The results also point to the importance of being able to deal 

with individualized learning arrangements and the associated flexibil-

ity: Due to the sudden loss of daily routines, learners were required 

to set their own learning goals and plan their learning. Students with 

better skills to self-regulate their learning experienced higher levels of 

motivation and well-being. Thus, in addition to conveying academic con-

tent, school should enable students to structure and plan their learning 

themselves. This is a relevant short-term goal to cope with the current 

situation, but also has the potential to provide students with the tools 

they need for successful lifelong learning3.

From the perspective of educational psychology, two principles are par-

ticularly relevant for dealing with the pandemic in schools. First, whole 

school approaches are necessary to successfully deal with the situa-

tion. This means, for example, that the school management and staff 

agree on measures to be implemented by all colleagues. Joint agree-

ments and shared goals are important prerequisites for a sense of social 

relatedness among the staff and motivate the teachers. Second, the 

pandemic should not be seen as a separate task. In contrast, dealing 

with the pandemic-related challenges should be entangled with learn-

ing opportunities. Regarding the promotion of motivation and well-being 

according to the principles of self-determination theory, some ideas are 

presented in info boxes 2, 3 and 4.

3 Schober, B., Lüftenegger, M., Wagner, P., Finsterwald, M., & Spiel, C. (2013). Facilitating 
lifelong learning in school-age learners. European Psychologist, 18, 114-125.
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Detailed results of the individual surveys, scientific publications4, further 

materials for dealing with the pandemic as well as helpful contacts5 can 

also be found on our homepage.

2. Strategies for experiencing competence

Define intermediate steps for reaching larger learning objectives: 

Tasks seem clearer and more manageable that way. Moreover, if 

more small tasks are completed, successes can be celebrated more 

frequently. Enable and appreciate peer-feedback: Students can give 

each other feedback both in distance learning, e.g. via a learning 

platform, and under regular conditions. Giving feedback to others 

shows students what they already know and can do.

3. Strategies for experiencing autonomy

Teachers and students should set clear learning goals together. 

Teachers should give students individual feedback regarding the 

achievement of these goals. This is necessary for students to 

increasingly learn to evaluate learning processes autonomously. 

Enable flexibility in learning processes: Let students make their own 

decisions, e.g. choose from various tasks of equal value. Support 

use of monitoring strategies, e.g. visualization of completed and 

unfinished tasks.

4. Strategies for experiencing social relatedness

Informal exchange and casual contacts have been severely restricted 

during the lockdowns. Actively seek and establish contacts when-

ever possible.

4 https://lernencovid19.univie.ac.at/vortraege-publikationen/ 
5 https://lernencovid19.univie.ac.at/downloadbereich/ 
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In the last two years, there was a high level of communication using 

digital tools. In many contexts, this was associated with a higher effi-

ciency of meetings regarding the exchange of information. However, 

interpersonal skills were often neglected. Consciously take time for 

communicating attentively and listening carefully.

In the context of learning, learners should work together in groups 

wherever possible (e.g. study groups, homework groups) and use 

different channels for exchange. Working together makes it more 

likely to remain motivated. n
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What is 
Pedagogy?

For centuries, pedagogy has neither been primarily 
concerned with school and curricula, nor with the 
techniques and politics of teaching. The meaning 
of pedagogy (or “pedagogics”), in other words, 
is broader than formal education, constructivist 
or instructivist pedagogies or even a pedagogy 
of the oppressed. Pedagogy instead begins by 

acknowledging the influence that is exercised by 
one person or group (i.e. the educator) on another 
(i.e. the educand), and the fact that this influence 

exists in special relation to the world.

NORM FRIESEN & KARSTEN KENKLIES
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Figure 1: The pedagogical triangle (drawing by the authors).

The resulting interconnection of self, other and world constitutes a con-

figuration central to pedagogy. It is the “pedagogical triangle” which 

gives particular emphasis to the distinctive relations that connect its 

three corners or points (Figure 1): The relation between educator and 

world (like all the other relationships in the triangle) is shaped by the 

interests of the one being educated, in which aspects of the world are 

subjected to a “didactic transposition” to have them address the edu-

cand as directly as possible. “World” in this sense refers not just to the 

things “out there” but also to the psyche, the inner world of the educand, 

as well as to the educator as a free and responsible adult. The relation 

between educator and the one being educated is known as the ped-

agogical relation, one that has been defined as a “passionate relation 

between a mature person and one who is becoming, specifically for the 

sake of the latter” (Nohl, 1933/2022, n.p.). Finally, the relation between 

the educand and the world is one which the educator cannot access 

directly but is also the one that the educator works to influence – both 

through their direct relation to the educand and to the world.
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Although pedagogical relations today can arise between all kinds of 

people (e.g. between grown-ups in adult pedagogy), the relationship 

between educator and educand has traditionally been framed intergen-

erationally as that between adult and child. In this context, the central 

point of pedagogy has been formulated 

in various ways over time: As “what… 

the older generation… want[s] with the 

younger” (Schleiermacher, 1826/2022, 

para. 8), later as “the reaction of soci-

ety to the fact of [human] development” 

(Bernfeld, 1925/1973, p. 90) or still later 

as “our attitude toward the fact of natal-

ity” (Arendt, 1958/1968, p. 196; Figure 2). 

Correspondingly, pedagogy does not 

regard education as something to be 

understood primarily through disciplines 

like sociology or psychology. Instead, 

it sees pedagogy as designating a dis-

tinctive perspective, as constituting an 

autonomous discipline with its own, 

specifically pedagogical questions, ter-

minology, and ways of knowing.

The time and space of pedagogy
The pedagogical relation between the adult and the younger person is 

an asymmetrical one: the educator is there for the other in a way that the 

other is simply not there for the educator. This personal “relation of the 

educator to the child,” Nohl describes, “is always doubly determined: 

by the love for the child as he is and by the love for his educational 

goal, the child’s ideal” (1933/2022, para. 7). This means that educators 

must balance their engagement with the child between the wants of the 

present and expectations of the future. The fact that the pedagogical 

Figure 2: Hannah Arendt, 

who understood “natality” 

in terms of “the fact that we 

have all come into the world 

by being born and that this 

world is constantly renewed 

through birth” (1968; p. 196; 

Photo: Public Domain)
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present is in tension with the future in this way distinguishes the time 

of pedagogy from everyday temporality. As Schleiermacher points out 

(see, 1826/2022), our being with children is neither marked by sustained 

indulgence in the present nor by the continuous “sacrifice” of present 

enjoyment for the future (as might happen at work). Nohl explains that 

the “peculiar opposition and entwinement of two directions of work 

[oriented to the present and to the future] constitutes the pedagogi-

cal stance and gives the educator a singular distance to his subject 

as well as to his child or student. In its most refined expression,” Nohl 

concludes, “this distance is called pedagogical tact” (1933, para. 13). 

This tactful, slightly distanced disposition is illustrative of the space of 

pedagogy – one in which the educator gives the child room to become 

themselves but remains close enough to help.

Tact and the dignity of pedagogical practice
The way of knowing, reflecting and acting suggested just above gives 

pedagogy a distinctive emphasis on basic relations and on what F. D. 

E. Schleiermacher (1768–1834) called the “dignity of practice”. Before 

the days of widespread schooling, Schleiermacher reasons, “parents 

undertook education, and as is commonly acknowledged, they did so 

without reference to a ‘theory.’” He adds that as a result, it would be 

“incorrect to say that this practice gains its character and specificity only 

through theory,” but rather than practice has a “dignity”, a value, integ-

rity and primacy all its own. Also ascribing to practice a kind of value all 

its own, J. F. Herbart (1776–1841) developed the idea that pedagogical 

theory and practice could be connected precisely through pedagogical 

tact. Because theory never aligns completely with practice, he says, a 

link intermediate between theory and practice involuntarily inserts itself. 

By this I mean a certain tact, a quick judgment and decision that is not 

habitual and eternally uniform. But this tact is unable to boast, as a fully 

developed theory should, that while remaining deliberately consistent 

with the rule, it can at the same time answer the true requirements of the 
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individual case… Based on continuous practice, there inevitably devel-

ops in humans a mode of action that is dependent on feeling but that 

only remotely relies on certainty of belief (1803/2022, para. 17).

To develop this modality, Herbart emphasizes, requires both theory and 

practice; it requires not exhaustive planning but for the educator to 

prepare “himself, his disposition[:] He must prepare his head as well as 

his heart to correctly receive, perceive, feel, and judge the phenomena 

awaiting him and the situation in which he will be placed” (1803/2022, 

para. 18). Herbart also emphasizes that educators should study theory 

not only of the kind outlined above (e.g. regarding the pedagogical trian-

gle and pedagogical relation), but also regarding, for example, what he 

called an “aesthetic presentation of the world” and a type of instruction 

that is emphatically educational. All of this suggests a way of under-

standing education not as a field dominated by psychology or sociology, 

but by knowledge that connects with feelings and the senses. This is a 

knowledge that is not deliberately distanced from educational practice, 

but that is guided and informed by it, and that is more a kind of descrip-

tion and reflection than it is an exhaustive explanation (see: Bollnow, 

1989).

Significantly, Herbart himself wrote about the dangers of “the science 

of education…being conquered and ruled from afar,” precisely by other 

sciences or disciplines. Herbart argued that “it would be better if the 

science of education remained as true as possible to its own intrinsic 

conceptions and cultivated more an independent mode of thought” 

(1806/1908, p. 83; emphases added). This article has just begun to intro-

duce a small number of terms that Herbart would have seen as being 

intrinsically pedagogical – words like educand, educator, pedagogical 

relation, pedagogical tact, and didactical transformation. Meanwhile, 

in the case of what is called ‘education’ in English language, we can 

say that the colonization of education by other disciplines that Herbart 
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warned of is almost complete: The dominance of the social and psy-

chological sciences, together with elements of philosophy and critical 

theory, is now so total in education as to have rendered education 

almost entirely a “field” of phenomena to be analyzed and directed 

only from other disciplines and vantage points. n
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A new outlook 
on learning abroad 

for pupils
The Expert Network on Recognition of outcomes 
of learning periods abroad in general secondary 

education: school heads are the key to make 
recognition happen!

BY ELISA BRIGA

In the past three years the European Union has given more focus to 

the individual mobility of pupils. In November 2017 it was announced 

that the European Commission aims to create the European Education 

Area by 2025 where ‘spending a period abroad would be the norm’, 

also for pupils in secondary school. To support this objective, in 2018 

the Council of the European Union adopted the recommendation on 

automatic recognition of learning periods abroad in upper secondary 

education.
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In the light of the aforementioned events the European Parliament set 

aside funding to look into this matter and the Consortium composed 

by EFIL, EIESP, and CESIE was entrusted by the European Commission 

with the task of running the “Expert Network on Recognition of out-

comes of learning periods abroad in general secondary education”.

The objectives of this project were:

•  carrying out an analysis of secondary education in EU Member 

States;

•  developing guidelines and recommendations for stakeholders, such 

as school principals, teachers;

•  creating a model training programme for competence-based assess-

ment of students who take part in mobility projects;

•  dissemination of the project’s outcomes.

The network, which consists of 25 experts from 15 EU countries, has 

been working to achieve the objectives for the past two years. The pre-

liminary outcomes of the Member states analysis show that recognition 

of outcomes of learning periods abroad is the responsibility of teachers 

in 25 EU countries for periods abroad between 2 and 5/6 months, and 

in 19 EU countries for periods of a full school year. Although recognition 
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is in the hands of schools, it rarely happens in 10 of these EU countries. 

This data shows the essential role of school principals in supporting 

teachers in the process of recognition of learning outcomes of individual 

pupil mobility and therefore ensuring a successful internationalisation 

of their school.

The European School Heads association gave a precious contribution 

to the project as Peer advisor, also providing information on recognition 

of learning periods abroad in some specific countries.

The first results of their work can now be found in a section dedicated 

to recognition of learning periods abroad on School Education Gateway. 

The website features Country Infopacks created by the experts and 

designed for pupils, parents, and teachers who might be interested in 

the topic of individual pupil mobility. Other outputs of the tender, such 

as a Member States Analysis on Recognition Policies including coun-

try-specific recommendations, a proposal for a European Framework 

of Recognition, and a Training Model for Education Professionals on 

Assessment of Transversal Competences Developed in individual long-

term pupil mobility, will be published by the end of 2021.

We count on the cooperation of school heads across EU to recognize 

the outcomes of learning periods abroad with the tools we have devel-

oped in the last two years! n

Elisa Briga

Project manager Expert Network on Recognition of outcomes of 

learning periods abroad in general secondary education

Reference: EAC/10/2019

expert-network@recognisestudyabroad.eu
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Little Labs: 
Experimenting 

New Methodologies 
at Middle School
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“Officinae” is the name of the experimentation that 
our Comprehensive School in Rome, newly named 
Istituto Comprensivo Antonio Montinaro, is initiating 
this school-year of 20212022. The name goes back 

to the little workshops in the Middle Ages, where you 
would learn a practice or an art according to a kind 
of ‘learning by doing’ philosophy. Here the experts 
would be constantly observed by the trainees in 
order for them “to steal the art”. It was actually a 

kind of apprenticeship, an in-service training before 
the trainee could eventually be hired or at least be 

able to earn qualification for an art or craft.

MARIA ROSARIA D’ALFONSO, SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

“The hand is the instrument of intelligence. The child needs to manipulate 

objects and to gain experience by touching and handling”

— Maria Montessori

It takes courage and effort to change education and indeed the task is 

not an easy one, nor can effectiveness do without the consideration that 

a school is a learning organization.

We would like to share our idea with ESHA readers by describing 

“Officinae” and by illustrating the steps taken so far.
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To begin with, we discussed the possibility of experimentation in the 

school-year 2020–2021 when we felt the need to start up our middle 

school where enrolments were unfortunately decreasing. The risk was 

that the school could be contracted and enveloped in another school 

because the number of students was below average, that is less than 

1000. The Municipality even summoned two of the local principals to 

discuss the matter, although each one was able to prove that while the 

numbers in both of their schools were respectively borderline, the situ-

ation was manageable.

Secondly, the teaching staff as a whole at IC Antonio Montinaro was 

pretty much aware that something had to be improved or changed. They 

needed a fresh new start and the teachers had to feel more motivated. 

In the meantime, the middle school and its formative offer had to be 

renewed. Education at this level had to be made more attractive, while 

the management focused on ways to assure customer satisfaction.

The pedagogical line was that the student had to be central in the teach-

ing-learning process and that the formative offer had to be made more 

flexible. It had to move in the direction of developing competencies 

according to the European standards and it had to follow a Constructive 

approach, where the teaching-learning process was more dynamic, less 

linear, more creative and fun.

The basics of the experimentation were also connected to a healthier 

and more challenging learning environment, where meaningful learning 

and multidimensional knowledge counted the most. While improving our 

formative offer, we never forgot our creed: wellness could be achieved 

at school alongside formative success, which was to be encouraged 

and achieved by all the students.
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For the school principal, the legal procedures had to be guaranteed and 

all the technicalities had to be applied. The Regulations for Autonomy, 

which consist in a presidential decree (DPR 275/1999), provide the back-

ground in Italy for experimentation at school, which may concern one 

or more of the following three fields: research, experimentation and 

development.

In the school year of 2019-2020, before Covid, we experimented with 

Design Thinking and New Time-out Practices and in 2020-2021 we 

came up with the suggestopedic Covid welcoming area for students 

who were suspected with Covid symptoms before they went on their 

way home with their parents for tests and diagnosis. More specifically, 

Design Thinking and Innovative School Architecture were our concern 

and our Action Research Program connected to the new ideas com-

bined the intuitions and creative minds of teachers and parents.

During the last school-year, in order to support the teachers, there was 

an intensive training program which was organized at an affordable cost 

with a chosen expert. The Experimental Team in charge was made up 

of a group of the middle school teachers who were continually at work, 
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each representing a specific area of the curriculum. The one-year study 

program finally led to an experimental formula called “Officinae”, that 

was orchestrated with the various contributions of each member of the 

team, the school principal, and the expert himself, who was a school 

inspector with pedagogical qualities.

From an organizational point of view, a Technical Committee was con-

stituted by teachers and parents in order to get of advice or support for 

the experimental initiative.

The Neighborhood Committee of Torre Spaccata was also involved in 

promoting the Experimentation, which was considered of noteworthy 

utility to the local empowerment policies and an effective Territorial Plan.

The school principal was often invited to the local meetings where the 

associations, the parish, the municipal authorities and the local police all 

took part. The University of Romatre with the Department of Sociology 

also played its part with lectures held at St Bartholomew Hall at the 

local parish. The issue was the Mapping of Rome with a full descrip-

tion of each area of Rome including Torre Spaccata. The research was 

presented from a multidimensional point of view: social,economical, 

cultural, historical and anthropological.

The Summer of 2021 followed as the Minister of Education made way for 

the Summer School Plan. This was the chance for each school to con-

tinue or improve the formative offer, especially for the failing students 

or the ones in need. From Kindergarten to Middle School there was an 

active participation in our school and the occasion was also seen as 

an opportunity to get a head start before the experimentation called 

Officinae would actually begin on the first day of the new schoolyear, 

Sept 10th 2021.
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The Classes
There are currently three freshman classes for the experimentation 

“Officinae” at our Middle School IC Antonio Montinaro. There is one 

class called “full or extended time”, whose extended schedule includes 

three weekdays, with the students exiting school at 4 pm instead of 2 

pm. This means that the students will have lunch at the school cafeteria 

and that they will be doing labs for an extra six hours weekly. The three 

freshman classes were formed according to the two options and a free 

choice expressed by the family: 1) normal schedule; 2) the extended 

schedule. In the latter there is a total of thirty-three students and so 

the normal freshman classes comprise one of seventeen students and 

the other of sixteen students. Each of the two normal schedule classes 

also include two students with special needs. The number of foreign 
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students is very high at our middle school and many come from Eastern 

Europe, China, the Philippines, Africa and Central America; there is a 

number of Romani students, as well. The area is also marked by social 

disadvantages and children living in precarious family situations for eco-

nomic and other reasons (divorced parents, parental alienation owing 

to child abuse or violence, single parent families, parents in detention, 

children under the custody of social services).

“Officianae” vs Traditional Didactics
The purpose of the experimentation is to subvert traditional didactics 

with a new approach and a different class structure. In other words, it 

focuses on a new methodology rather than on a change of the curric-

ulum itself.

In the Little Labs the students are indeed more involved and active. Not 

only do they make use of new technologies with the application of cod-

ing, robotics and tinkering, but they are interacting with their peers in 

problem-solving, case studies and creative activities that may be multi-

dimensional, interdisciplinary and/or multidisciplinary. The lessons may 

take place either indoors or outdoors. For instance, there could be a 

sociolinguistic study on the (multi)linguistic landscape by exploring the 

territory.

Drama is an integrating part of the formative offer with its focus on 

role-play and activities like writing scripts, creating the scenery in Art 

classes, adapting dance, music and body language.

There are four basic phases of the new methodology:

•  Observation: phenomena are observed as they create stimuli;

•   Data Analysis: description of the reality observed and selection of 

useful data according to a purpose;
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•   Hypothesis: Intuition of an idea, empirical proof, trial and error lead-

ing to formulae;

•   Norm: learning the law, the theory or the rule.

The Learning Environment
There are no restrictions: either virtual, indoor or outdoor settings or 

mixed. A learning environment can be the classroom, the computer 

lab, the Science Lab the Art Lab, the gym or the schoolyard. Outdoors, 

gardening has to be regularly taken care of and the personnel must be 

guaranteed in any setting (janitors).

Also, an eye on Design Thinking for the new School Architecture could 

always be useful and challenging in the renewal of spaces. Why not 

asking the parents, such as those who have expertise in architecture , 

or why not even ask the students themselves to give a hand and think 

on new ideas?

The Schedule
Each lab consists of ten 60-minute lessons weekly alongside the reg-

ular curriculum.

The labs are structured as follows:

•  Italian: 6 hours (book reading and book reports in the library, 

creative writing sessions)

•  History: 2 hours (reconstruction through research and analysis 

of the sources)

•  Geography: 2 hours (making maps, use of Google Maps, etc.)

•  Science: 2 hours (use of the science lab, outdoor exploration of 

nature, recycling and reusing materials)

•  Mathematics: 4 hours (Geometry labs, modeling)

•  Art: 2hrs (painting, sculpture, recycling, tour guides, scenery 

and film-making, scenery and the theatre)
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•  Technology: 2 hours (Basic Technology, Word, Powerpoint, Excel, 

eco-sustainable modeling, coding, robotics, tinkering)

•  English: 3 hours (conversation, drama and production of works 

of art, song-writing)

•  French*: (requested, but unavailable)

•  Spanish: 2 hours (conversation, reading, creative writing classes, 

songs and song-writing)

•  Music: 2 hours (classical and modern, ethnic)

•  Physical Education: 2 hours (First Aid, Medicine and Sports, 

Major and Minor sports, National and International Sports)

•  Religion and Alternative: 1 hour (religious symbolism in Art; 

Religion and Society)

•  Labs for special needs: (to be adapted)

•  Potentiation: unlimited

The Italian curriculum may be enriched by Potentiation, which consists 

of extra hours eventually needed to support the curriculum. The hours 

may be arranged according to a school project or some kind of educa-

tional planning.

The teachers may cooperate in the same class or they can be alone. 

The materials can be technological or of other nature.

Monitoring
In order for the experimentation to be effective and successful, it must 

be strictly monitored at least twice a year according to a format:

For the teachers

They can be scored: good, very good, excellent

The criteria are the following:

•  Management (quality of)

•  Labs (quality of)

•  Teaching (quality of)

•  Wellness
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For the students
They are equally monitored and scored according to the following 

criteria:

•  Student relationship

•  Communication

•  Stress management

•  Cooperation/ sharing experiences

•  Enthusiasm

•  Self-esteem

•  Self-realization

Evaluation of the Learning Process
It takes into consideration a new way to evaluate, which is based on 

quality rather than quantity. The learning process is not a product; what 

counts is not what you know, but how you get to know it and what you 

can do with your knowledge.

Management
The experiment must also take into account the following points:

•  Openness / Stretching out to the territory

•  Collaboration with the families, the local municipality, the territory

•  Documentation / keeping records

•  Publications in educational reviews

Much more can be added to Officinae, such as the work materials and 

the human resources. The experiment itself is not static. It is dynamic 

and can be continually changed or adapted. This means that we have 

to take into account errors and imperfections. We hope to share ideas 

and suggestions with ESHA readers, in the expectation that this school 

year may be a healthy and successful one for all of us.
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Please contact us at:

Istituto Comprensivo Antonio Montinaro

Via Emilio Macro, 25

00169 Rome

Email:

rmic8e600x@istruzione.it

Phone: +39-06-23238844
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Want to know 
how Covid-19 

impacted 
students? 
Ask them!
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The Organising Bureau of European School 
Student Unions, representing over 30 national, 

democratic student unions, recently published a 
report on the effects of Covid-19 on Education 

Systems in Europe. Solutions to address its 
disproportionate impact and build more resilient 
school systems, they argue, can only be tackled 

by centering the most affected by the disruption to 
educational continuity: students and teachers.

Between March and May 2019, most secondary schools in Europe 

closed their doors for what students thought was going to be a week 

or two. That was the beginning of a long period of closures and edu-

cational disruption that affected over 17 million students in the course 

of the last two years. It was a particularly difficult moment for student 

unions, who are mostly based inside schools and operate within the 

day-to-day reality of in-person education. As national and regional gov-

ernments, schools and international organizations came up with crisis 

management plans, students too pulled together to craft their own col-

lective response to the crisis.

As part of this response, OBESSU launched an inquiry to investigate 

the situation of the students within its membership. The main questions 

guiding the research were the following:

•  What are the students’ perspectives on the COVID-19 crisis in 

regard to education, and more specifically, on its quality and 

accessibility?
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•  How is the COVID-19 crisis affecting young people’s everyday 

lives and those around them, and how are they responding to the 

situation?

•  To what extent are young people’s needs and circumstances being 

taken into account while devising strategies to offset the crisis?

In a context of disconnect that did not allow for standard methodolo-

gies – such as study visits or assemblies – OBESSU organized focus 

groups and launched an online survey between January and May 2021. 

It also opened a call for a task force of student representatives from the 

student organizations in its membership, which allowed researchers to 

test inquiry and dissemination tools and translate the online survey into 

Italian, French, Spanish and Turkish.

Throughout the six months of the inquiry, the project reached over a 

thousand students and teachers from all over Europe. While the situ-

ation within and across countries varied considerably, some common 

issues emerged, which point at the areas requiring the most attention 

from researchers, practitioners and policy-makers.
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The first surprising finding is that many so called “new” challenges 

are really old challenges, with added complications. Take the issues 

of access that have been highlighted by the pandemic: the fact that 

many students did not have access to the digital classroom for lack of 

tools and internet connection. While the digital environment is surely a 

novelty, the issue of access is a long-standing one in many education 

systems. OBESSU has investigated at length the issue of hidden costs 

in education, coming to the conclusion that while education is de jure 

free and public in most countries of Europe, certain groups of students 

have been historically marginalized. According to research conducted 

by the European Disability Forum, students, teaching and assessment 

methodologies do not often accommodate students with different 

needs and learning styles. Similarly, students from low socio-economic 

background or migrant background have seldom been given the same 

opportunities as better-off students: in many cases, their parents are 

unable to support them in the learning; their home situation are more 

precarious and stressful; and the provision of many school materials 

such as textbooks, stationery, uniforms and transport is dependent 

on parents’ income. While schemes to provide them with support and 

materials exist in many countries, they often require families to demon-

strate their income is below a certain threshold. This in turn can deter 

those most in need from applying for these schemes. Furthermore, 

as a recent UNICEF report highlights, the right to basic education for 

unaccompanied minors and migrant children is recognized in only 10 

EU member states. Devising strategies to foster the inclusion of these 

groups is not only paramount to building more equal education systems, 

but it will also serve to transform them deeply in terms of aims, goals 

and methods. Our research points to the fact that reforming objectives 

and methodologies of secondary general and vocational education is a 

huge priority for many students.
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“The teaching is focused on making sure that students pass. So, 

teachers don’t engage the students, they focus on the grades, on 

teaching with the book. Students want to learn, but right now, it’s 

about exams and passing, not learning.”

— O, 15. Ireland

From the physical architecture of the classroom (rows of students fac-

ing the teachers’ desk) to the sourcing of teaching content (a book that 

contains all), most of the elements of the pre-pandemic classroom pro-

mote a passive learning experience. If the focus of teaching becomes 

the bare notions needed to pass examinations and tests, the homework 

is structured to prepare students for this purpose: ticking boxes, fill-

ing in blanks, retrieving information in a text. During the pandemic, the 

approaches to teaching and learning outlined above were often uncriti-

cally adopted in the transition to the online classroom. Already deemed 

uninteresting and repetitive by the majority of students, these methods, 

taken in the context of social isolation and lack of human contact due to 

Covid-19, can result in increased disengagement, stress and overwork.

“The main problem in online learning for me is really that there is 

too much homework. Teachers think we can do it; the students 

don’t agree.”

— S, 16. North Macedonia

“I want to learn how to play the guitar, read an interesting story, 

and maybe watch a film, but I can’t because I have tons of 

homework to do, that’s not good. Having that much work, most 

students started to have big anxiety issues with trusting themselves 

or others.”

— D, 15. Lithuania
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The amount of homework assigned often determines how many hours 

students spend in front of the screen in addition to their contact hours 

of class. This can have detrimental effects on students’ physical and 

mental health. A staggering 96% of the sample reported negative effects 

from prolonged screen time, from eye and back soreness to fatigue, 

troubles sleeping and lack of motivation. Blended and online learning 

guidance being developed both at European and at national level should 

take into account the effects of screen time on both students and teach-

ers, potentially by limiting the amount of hours spent online and planning 

for a number of offline activities. In this sense, the potential of Physical 

Education – delivered mostly theoretically during the school closure – 

should be explored, as signalled by the students in our sample.
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The assignments I am enjoying the most are the ones for P.E. 

because that’s the part of the day I can finally go out of the house 

and enjoy nature and also mentally turn off for at least one hour 

a day.”

— D, 18. Czech Republic

Bike rides, juggling, workout videos and related activities can be a 

fundamental step in creating and promoting a more sustained culture 

of well-being in both means and practices of our education systems. 

The issue of well-being is another core finding of our project. Mental 

health and well-being of students has taken a downward turn during 

the pandemic – in a way, it is no news: levels of mental health amongst 

young people and adolescents have been in steady decline for the last 

decades. Furthermore, in the context of Covid-19, all segments of the 

population have suffered from the negative effects of uncertainty, fear, 

grief and isolation. Yet the format of the survey allowed students to 

select the main stressors and school is featured predominantly, with 

over 70% of students identifying it as a source of stress in their lives. 

Other main sources of stress were students’ own health and weight/

physical appearance, reported by over 50% of our sample. Hearing at 

first hand the struggles of students in these challenging times highlights 

the need and urgency to address the issue of mental health amongst 

young people at all levels – European, national, regional and local. 

Interventions need to be not only quick, but also systemic and preven-

tion-oriented: we urgently need solutions to tackle causes, and not only 

manage symptoms of distress among students. To achieve this aim as 

well as tackle the other issues raised in this article, it is fundamental to 

involve students in policy development, planning and decision making; 

because any intervention aimed at supporting and fostering resilience 

of education systems cannot be successful without the involvement of 

their number one stakeholder.
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OBESSU’s report “Through School Students’ Eyes: Impact and 

Challenges of Covid-19 on Education Systems in Europe” is available 

to the public via this link.
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NEXT ISSUE OF THE ESHA MAGAZINE 
WILL BE OUT IN SPRING 2022

The deadline for submitting an article for the next issue is 

Friday, February 25 2022.

Do you have interesting success stories?

A perfect programme?

Good experiences with the job shadowing project?

Liked a seminar you attended?

Have found a great solution everyone should know off?

Did you do research and found something great?

Found knowledge you have to share?

Found out something great?

An answer to all our questions?

Do you have an upcoming event you want everyone to know?

Something that shouldn’t be missed?

A thing you have to go to?

A date which no one should forget?

Or do you want to read something about a certain theme?

Children’s diversity

Coaching and mentoring school leaders

Hybrid integration

Inclusion

Social innovation

....

Please contact (luca.laszlo@esha.org) us so we can make great next 

issues of the ESHA magazine for you!
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